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Biography

The Military Art
"Even before that ancient Sardinian army was transformed into the Italian army following the unification of Italy, Piedmont had the good fortune to educate a large group of clever and capable officers, who were able to combine the cult of scientific disciplines with the noble weapons ministry.
Among these elected must count Paul Ballada of Saint Robert".
The count Paul Ballada of Saint Robert was born in Verzuolo (Cuneo), from count Ignazio and Luigia Cavallero on 10 June 1815. When he was 11 years old, entered the Military Academy of Turin and only 20 years old he obtained the rank of lieutenant of artillery. Two years later at the Application School of Artillery and Engineers of Turin was appointed professor of Ballistics. He left the Army in 1857 with the rank of lieutenant colonel, to devote himself fully to his favorite studies.
His affection for the Army did not fade, and also if he devoted himself to pure science never has ceased to meditated on the problems that related to the military art, were born so its valuable works on ballistics and artillery.
He made deep studies on gun powder and the phenomena associated with the explosion and the trajectories of the bullets, his theorems on the similitude of trajectories had, as he wrote the general Menabrea, an indisputable importance in the ballistic theory, and not by chance was considered as reported in the yearbook of military Academy in Turin in 1888, the founder of the science of modern ballistic.
The artillery captain Francesco Siacci, on the basis of the Saint Robert's studies has defined later the laws of the shooting practices, laws which in just a short time they were adopted by the artilleries of the whole world. His studies on conditions in which it moves a projectile within a resistant means, led him to the conception of a new projectile with a lenticular shape launched from a cannon of new constitution (curved barrel), where the projectile assume a rotational motion at the contrary of the wheel of a vehicle round its axis, thus achieving a greater range and a greater precision. This theory met interest of the armies of half Europe, and was published in the magazines of military techniques, as well as in Italian, also in French and German. The difficulties to produce a cannon with a curve barrel, however has hindered the production in series of the same, with the consequence of abandoned of the project.
After tremendous explosion of powder factory in Turin (1852) that put in danger the whole city, he occupied himself with sagacity of the security problem related to the production of gunpowder, working on the same chemical composition and the manufacturing methods, which were then adopted in the new plant in Fossano (1861).
He carried out studies and experiments on powder burning rate as a function of generated pressure and defining a mathematical law. Law that bears his name, and which still use today as a reference by all aerospace organizations in the world to define the size of the solid fuel propulsion systems.
Scientific Studies
Paul de Saint Robert in addition to the studies on military theories, he took care also a long series of works in the field of the Mathematics Analysis, Mechanics and Physical Sciences, which has made him highly deserving among the scholars of these disciplines. In this context it emerges definitely among all his studies the work entitled "Principes de Thermodynamique" published in two editions in 1865 and in 1870, editions that were adopted as a textbook in some important universities in Europe, as well as being the first thermodynamic treatises published in Italy. In the first volume, the Saint Robert expounds the general principles of the mechanical theory of heat, then follow their applications to the expansion of bodies accompanied or not, by external mechanical work, the effect of the fluids, the movement of projectiles in firearms and to the thermic machines. It can be said that He has considered the cannon a thermic machine thus giving a definitive outline to the problem of the gases in fire arms.
In the second volume compared the first, we find a more detailed analysis of his theories, with the addition of biographies of Sadi Carnot and Robert Mayer the discoverers of the fundamental thermodynamic theorems.
We mention also a monograph entitled "Qu'est ce que la force?" which clarifies the different meaning given to the word "force" at that time; pressure, push, traction, mechanical work. Ultimately the Saint Robert was certainly the most important Italian thermodynamic of the period, but also abroad he appeared to be one of the few to understood the theoretical modernity and didactic of the new theory and he exposed it both theoretical and applied to the maximum level. commentators of the time, but even today are copying each other serious inaccuracies, in which also incur authoritative historians of Astronomy".
Commemorative Dedications
Below are proposed short extracts of the commemorations dedicated to the count of Saint Robert by prestigious scientific institutions:
Royal Academy of Sciences of Turin
Those who knew him at closely will not cease the admiration for that strong temperament that drove him without hesitation and inflexibly for the right course pointed out to him by the firmness of his convictions. This could sometimes give to his character excessive rigidity; but if in the contrasts of life and in scientific controversy, he argued passionately to his opinions, intolerant it never was, nor ever was deaf to the impulses of his generous heart and always maintained the manners of the perfect gentlemen. "We hope that our country can boast among young people who are now engaging themselves in the gym of the studies, many who are akin to count of Saint Robert for the high intelligence, the character integrity, the great love for the Homeland and the science". ancestors knew as the count of the insects, because of his passion for entomology. From the stories passed down by our ancestors we learn that the children of the hills and villages went through the fields and woods of the surrounding in search of insects that the count would have rewarded to them with a penny. The observation tower was built in 1880 on top of the little mountain, with soil cultivated with mulberry, trees and a small vineyard together with the surrounding area, was ceded by the count to the municipality in 1884, when he begun to have some problems of health and decided to move to Turin, where he died in November 21, 1888. In 1932 the municipality of Castagnole Lanze, resolved to devote to the everlasting memory of the fallen of the first world war, the little hill then called Memorial Park.
Since 2012 the above area, including the tower, houses a museum created and managed by the Cultural Association Tower of the Count Paolo Ballada of Saint Robert in order to re-propose his figure, illustrating his scientific works, his passions and his interests.
Conclusion
We believe to have done to emerge the figure of an important promoter of the scientific culture. Scholar of the military technology among the most distinguished ones of its time, he succeeded in combining pure and applied science, art and social interests into one of the most elevated synthesis. We can therefore define count Paul Ballada of Saint Robert one of the best scholars of the foundations of the Physics in Europe.
